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Abstract
Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is an invasive B-cell lymphoma with significant individual differences. Currently, MCL international
prognostic index (MIPI) score and tumor cell proliferation index Ki-67 have been proved to be the most important prognostic factors.
But the prognostic effect of these factors in Asian population is uncertain. This study aimed to analyze the disease characteristics and
prognostic factors of Chinese MCL patients.
A total of 83 cases of newly-diagnosed MCL patients diagnosed by the Department of Pathology of our hospital between January

1, 2011, and May 31, 2016, were enrolled. The disease characteristics, treatment effects, and outcomes of the patients were
collected and analyzed.
According to our analysis, MCL cases accounted for 6.2% of non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) cases and mainly occurred in elderly

males. But the proportion of patients at stage IV by Ann Arbor staging system and high-risk group by simplified-MIPI (s-MIPI) were
significantly lower than that among European patients. Immunochemotherapy containing rituximab was significantly more effective
than chemotherapy (overall response rate, [ORR]: 88.5% vs 65.2%, P= .021) and significantly prolonged patient survival (progression
free survival [PFS]: 45.5 m vs 16.2 m, P= .001; overall survival [OS]: 58.3 m vs 22.8 m, P= .001). The multivariate analysis showed
that the B symptoms, s-MIPI and administration of immunochemotherapy were independent prognostic factors that affected PFS
and OS of the patients. s-MIPI and B symptommake up s-MIPI-B stratification method, by which patients in low-risk group of s-MIPI
without B symptom were classified as low-risk, patients in high-risk group of s-MIPI and patients in low-risk group of s-MIPI with B
symptom as high-risk, the rest as middle-risk. 3-year PFS of the 3 groups were 74.9%, 43.4% and 16.1%, respectively (P= .001). 3-
year OS were 84.4%, 62.2%, 27.6% (P<.001).
Chinese MCL was male predominance. We have a minor proportion of late-stage and high-risk patients compared to European

patients. Immunochemotherapy was proved to significantly improve the prognosis of MCL patients. B symptoms, s-MIPI, and
administration of rituximab independently influenced the outcome. s-MIPI-B prognostic stratification method may better predict the
prognosis of Asian MCL patients. Still, further confirmation in larger populations is needed.

Abbreviations: CR = complete remission, CRu = complete remission unconfirmed, ECOG = Eastern Cooperative Oncology
Group, LDH = lactate dehydrogenase, MCL = mantle cell lymphoma, MIPI = MCL international prognostic index, NHL = non-
Hodgkin lymphoma, ORR = overall response rate, OS = overall survival, PFS = progression free survival, s-MIPI = simplified-MIPI.
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1. Introduction

Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is a relatively rare B-cell non-
Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) with distinctive clinical, biological
and molecular characteristics, which accounts for approximately
3% to 6% of all NHL. MCL cells derive from peripheral B-cells
of the inner mantle zone, mostly of naïve pre-germinal center
type. t(11;14)(q13;q32) is a characteristic cytogenetic abnormal-
ity in MCL patients which leads to structural overexpression of
Cyclin D1 (CCND1) on chromosome 11.[1] In recent years,
rituximab-based immunochemotherapy, high-dose cytarabine-
based intensive chemotherapy as well as autologous stem cell
transplantation for young and eligible patients have been to
proved to improve the outcome of MCL patients.[2–4] However,
MCL is an invasive disease with poor prognosis. The median
overall survival (OS) is only 3 to 5 years.[1,5] To our knowledge,
there are few data on the treatment and outcome of MCL in real-
world China. This study retrospectively analyzed the clinical
data, treatment protocols and survival of newly-diagnosed MCL
patients admitted to our hospital in recent 5 years, examined the
clinical factor relevant to the prognosis and compared the
different clinical features with data from western countries.
2. Patients and methods

2.1. Patients

Continuous newly-diagnosed MCL patients diagnosed by the
Department of Pathology of our hospital between January 1,
2011, and May 30, 2016, were retrospectively analyzed starting
fromNovember 15, 2016. This study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of our institution. All patients signed informed
consent forms of admission, laboratory examinations, and
treatment during hospitalization. The immunohistochemistry
results were positive for Cyclin D1 in the tissue biopsies of all
enrolled patients in this study. MCL was confirmed by at least 2
lymphoma pathologists in our hospital. Only 16 patients with
bone marrow involvement received fluorescence in situ hybrid-
ization (FISH) detection of bone marrow cells. 13 cases showed t
(11;14)(q13;q32) positive and 3 cases negative. The specific
collected data included gender, age, clinical symptoms at intitial
diagnosis, involved sites, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
(ECOG) score, laboratory tests (including blood tests and bone
marrow examination), imaging results, Ki-67 expression in
tumor cells from pathological tissues. Accordingly, we recon-
firmed the Ann Arbor stage, International Prognostic Index (IPI),
MIPI, and simplified MIPI(s-MIPI) of the patients.[6,7] Addition-
ally, treatment regimens, efficacy evaluation, and disease
outcomes of the patients were also collected.
2.2. Treatment regimens

Among 83 patients in this study, 3 patients refused treatment
after diagnosis, and 5 patients were enrolled in a clinical trial;
therefore, these patients were excluded from the efficacy and
survival assessments. The initial induction therapy of 75 patients
were as follows: 17 cases in the cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin,
vincristine, and prednisone (CHOP) regimen group, including 1
case of the cyclophosphamide, vincristine, and prednisone (COP)
regimen, 1 case of the attenuated CHOP (miniCHOP) regimen,
and 1 case of the CHOP + etoposide(CHOPE) regimen; 37
patients in the rituximab + CHOP (RCHOP) regimen group,
including 1 case of the rituximab + COP (RCOP) regimen.
Additionally, 6 cases received cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin,
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vincristine, and dexamethasone, alternated with high-dose
methotrexate and cytarabine (HyperCVAD/MA) regimen, and
15 cases received the HyperCVAD/MA regimen combined with
rituximab (RHyperCVAD/MA). The salvage treatment regimens
for relapsed patients included the mesna, ifosfamide, mitoxan-
trone, and etoposide (MINE) regimen, the gemcitabine, dexa-
methasone, and cisplatin (GDP) regimen, the rituximab,
dexamethasone, high-dose cytarabine, and cisplatin (RDHAP)
regimen, and the gemcitabine + oxaliplatin (GEMOX) regimen.
Some patients received regimens containing lenalidomide and
bortezomib.
2.3. Standards of the efficacy evaluation

The efficacy evaluation was performed for patients who finished
at least 2 courses of therapy. According to the standardized
response assessment by the National Cancer Institute-sponsored,
international working group in 1999,[8] treatment response was
divided into complete remission(CR), complete remission
unconfirmed (CRu), partial remission(PR), stable disease(SD),
and progressive disease(PD).
2.4. Follow-up

All patients were followed up by telephone interview. The last
follow-up date was November 30, 2016.
2.5. Statistical analysis

The statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 22.0. The
measurement data were expressed as the median and range and
the enumeration data as percentages. Comparisons of clinical
characteristics and treatment efficacy of the patients were
performed using the Chi-square test. The effects of the clinical
and laboratory characteristics on patients’ survival were analyzed
using the Kaplan–Meier method. Log-rank method was used to
compare the effects of different factors on the disease prognosis.
Multivariate COX regression analysis was performed to
investigate the independent prognostic factors which derived
from factors with statistical significance (P<.05) in the univariate
analyses. P<.05 was considered as significant difference.
The progression-free survival (PFS) of patients referred to the

time period from the time of initial treatment to disease
progression or patient’s death of any cause; for patients who
were still in remission at the last follow-up, the last follow-up date
was seen as the end point. The OS referred to the time period
between the time of initial treatment to patient’s death of any
cause; for patients who were still alive at the last follow-up, the
last follow-up date was used as the end point.

3. Results

3.1. Clinical characteristics

This study enrolled 83 newly-diagnosed MCL patients whose
diagnosis were confirmed by the Department of Pathology of our
hospital. During the same timeframe (5 years and 5 months), a
total of 1336 cases of NHLwere newly diagnosed in our hospital;
therefore, MCL accounted for approximately 6.2% of the NHL
cases. Of 83 MCL patients, 73 patients were male and 10 were
female. Themale to female ratio was 7.3:1; whichwas well higher
than the ratio of 2.9:1 reported in European and American
countries (P= .005).[7] The median age was 59 (7–84) years, and
25 patients (30.1%) were above 65 years of age.



Table 1

Therapeutic effect of the 4 treatment groups.

CHOP
∗
n (%) RCHOP† n (%) HyperCVAD/MA‡ n (%) RHyperCVAD/MAx n (%) P

No. 17 (22.7) 37 (49.3) 6 (8.0) 15 (20.0) —

CR+CRu 2 (11.8) 18 (48.6) 1 (16.7) 10 (66.7) .003
PR 8 (47.1) 14 (37.8) 4 (66.7) 4 (26.7) —

ORR 10 (58.8) 32 (86.5) 5 (83.3) 14 (93.3) .069
SD 6 (35.3) 2 (5.4) 1 (16.7) 1 (6.7) —

PD 1 (5.9) 2 (5.4) 0 0 —

ED 0 1 (2.7) 0 0 —

CR= complete remission, CRu=unconfirmed complete remission, ED= early death, ORR= overall remission, PD=progression disease, PR=partial remission, SD= stable disease.
∗
CHOP group: cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (CHOP) regimen group, including COP, miniCHOP, CHOPE.

† RCHOP group: rituximab+CHOP (RCHOP) regimen group, including RCOP regimen.
‡ HyperCVAD/MA group: fractionated cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and dexamethasone, alternated with high-dose methotrexate and cytarabine (HyperCVAD/MA) regimen.
x RHyperCVAD: rituximab+HyperCVAD/MA (RHyperCVAD/MA) regimen group.
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A total of 61 patients (73.5%) had extranodal organ
involvement, among which bone marrow involvement was the
most common with 36 cases (43.4%), followed by gastrointesti-
nal involvement with 24 cases (28.9%). Other involved sites
included the liver, kidney, lung, nasopharynx, parotid gland, and
thyroid gland. 48 patients (57.8%) had single extranodal organ
or site involvement, 13 cases (15.7%) had 2 or more extranodal
organs involvement. Massive lesion with a diameter longer than
10cm was seen in 5 cases (6.0%), and 21 patients (25.3%) had
lesions with a diameter longer than 3cm.
According to Ki-67 expression in the tumor cells from the

pathological tissues of the patients in this study, 50.6% (40/79)
cases were found to be lower than 30%, whereas 39 cases
(49.4%) were higher than 30%. Clinical assessment showed that
1 case (1.2%) was at stage IIA according to Ann Arbor staging,
18 cases (21.7%) at stage IIIA, 2 cases (2.4%) at stage IIIB, 38
cases (45.8%) at stage IVA, and 24 cases (28.9%) at stage IVB.
The percentage of patients at stage IV was significantly lower
than that in European and American patients[7] (74.7% vs
87.4%, P= .001). The IPI score showed that 25 patients (30.1%)
were in the low-risk group, 38 patients (45.8%) in the low-
intermediate-risk group, 17 patients (20.5%) in the high-
intermediate-risk group, and only 3 patients (3.6%) in the
high-risk group. Overall, there were only 20 patients (24.1%) in
high-intermediate-risk and high-risk groups (IPI score 3 points
and above). The medianMIPI score was 6.13 (4.67–9.47). The s-
MIPI scoring results demonstrated that 38 cases (45.8%) were in
the low-risk group, 26 cases (31.3%) in the intermediate-risk
group, and 19 cases (22.9%) in the high-risk group. Compared to
European and American patients, there were significantly more
low-risk patients in this study (P= .035).[7] Additionally, this
study showed that the majority of female patients (60.0%) were
low-risk, whereas 43.8% of male patients were low-risk patients.
3.2. Efficacy analysis

Among the 75 patients who had received treatment in our
institution, patients received chemotherapy with a median of 6
courses (range 2–9 courses). The age, ECOG score, Ann Arbor
staging, MIPI score, and number of chemotherapy courses did
not significantly differ among the 4 treatment groups. The overall
response rate (ORR) of the regimen groups containing rituximab
was significantly higher than those without rituximab (88.5% vs
65.2%, P= .021). Of these groups, the ORR in the RCHOP
group was significantly superior than the CHOP group
(P= .035), whereas there was no statistical difference in ORR
3

between the RHyperCVAD/MA group and the HyperCVAD/
MA group (P= .500). Besides, the percentage of CR and CRu of
the groups containing rituximab were also significantly higher
than those without rituximab (53.8% vs 13.0%, P= .001). Of
these regimens, CR and CRu were significantly higher in the
RCHOP group and the RHyperCVAD group than in the CHOP
group and the HyperCVAD (P= .006 and .033, respectively).
Regardless of the ORR or CR+CRu, no statistical difference was
found between CHOP group and HyperCVAD/MA group or
betweenRCHOP group andRHyperCVAD/MA group (Table 1).

3.3. Survival analysis

Follow-up was performed on 75 patients who underwent
treatment in our institution. Three patients were lost to follow-
up. Themedian follow-up timewas19.1m (range: 0.7–71.3m). At
the end of follow-up, there were 30 cases of death, and the overall
mortality was 40.0%; of these cases, 25 patients (33.3%) died of
disease progression, and 5 patients (6.7%) died of treatment-
related causes. Relatively higher treatment-related mortality was
seen in patients who received the HyperCVAD±R regimens
(37.5% vs 9.1%, P= .081). The expected median PFS of the
patients was 27.8m (95%CI: 11.3–44.3m), and the 1-year and 3-
year PFS rates were 77.2% and 46.9%, respectively. The expected
median OS was 58.1 m (95% CI: 31.2–85.0 m), and the 1-year
and 3-year OS rates were 81.0% and 60.1%, respectively.
The median PFS of the patients in the CHOP group, the

RCHOP group, the HyperCVAD/MA group, and the RHy-
perCVAD/MA group were 13.9 m, 45.5 m, 21.2 m, and 42.4 m,
respectively. The differences in PFS among the 4 groups were
significant (P= .005) (Fig. 1A). But no difference was shown
between CHOP andHyperCVAD (P= .474) or between RCHOP
and RHyperCVAD (P= .394). The median OS of the above
groups was 24.5m, 58.1m, 14.5m, and 58.3m, respectively, and
the differences were significant (P= .003) (Fig. 1 B). Still, no
difference was observed between CHOP and HyperCVAD
(P= .140) or between RCHOP and RHyperCVAD (P= .260).
Both the PFS (45.5m vs 16.2 m, P= .001) and OS (58.3m vs 22.8
m, P= .001) were significantly longer for the treatment regimens
containing rituximab than for those without rituximab.

3.4. Effects of the clinical characteristics on patients’
survival

In this study, clinical characteristics including gender (female),
peripheral white blood cell count <10�109/L, platelet count

http://www.md-journal.com
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Figure 1. Patients’ survival of the 4 treatment groups. The differences in PFS and OS among the 4 treatment groups were significant (P= .005 and .003,
respectively). OS=overall survival, PFS=progression free survival.
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≥130�10 /L, monocyte count <0.5�10 /L, normal serum b2
microglobulin level, normal albumin level, normal hemoglobin
level, normal C-reactive protein level suggested significantly
better PFS (P< .05). Besides, patients with normal lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) concentration showed slightly better
PFS (P= .064). Patients with age <65 years, Ki-67-positive rate
�30%, peripheral white blood cell count <10�109/L, platelet
count ≥130�109/L, monocyte count <0.5�109/L, normal
serum b2 microglobulin level, normal albumin level, normal
C-reactive protein level had better OS (P<.05). Normal LDH
concentration and female also indicated longer OS (P= .078).
Patients at stage IV or with B symptoms had worse PFS andOS. s-
MIPI, rather than MIPI, was significantly associated with PFS
(P= .008) and OS (P<.001) of the patients. This study indicated
no significant effects of the mass size and the IPI scoring system on
the PFS and OS of the patients. Details are shown in Table 2.
3.5. Multivariate COX regression analysis

According to the univariate analysis results, the age, gender, B
symptoms, white blood cell count, monocyte count, hemoglobin
level, platelet count, serum b2 microglobulin level, albumin level,
C reactive protein level, Ki-67, Ann Arbor stage, s-MIPI score,
and treatment regimens of the patients were separately included
in the COX regression analyses of patients’ PFS and OS. The
results suggested that B symptoms, the s-MIPI score, and
administration of immunochemotherapy were independent
factors associated with PFS and OS of MCL patients (Table 3).
s-MIPI stratification and the presence of B symptom were

combined to create s-MIPI-B stratification method which
classified patients as low-risk, middle-risk, and high-risk groups.
With this method, patients in low-risk group of s-MIPI without B
symptom were defined as low-risk, patients in high-risk group of
s-MIPI and patients in low-risk group of s-MIPI with B symptom
as high-risk, the rest as middle-risk. Median PFS of the 3 groups
were not reached (NR) vs 35.9m (95% CI 13.0–58.8) vs 13.1m
(95% CI 7.2–19.0) (P= .001), median OS NR vs 42.1m (95% CI
4

27.8–56.4) vs 16.8m (95% CI 9.6–24.0) (P<.001). 3-year PFS
was 74.9%, 43.4% and 16.1%, respectively (P= .001). 3-year
OS were 84.4%, 62.2%, 27.6% (P<.001) (Fig. 2).

4. Discussion

MCL is a group of B cell lymphoma with distinct clinicopatho-
logical characteristics that is highly prevalent among elderly
males. Tumor cells appear as CD5+mature small lymphocytes, of
which a small portion present as the blastic type. The majority of
patients are at Ann Arbor stage III-IV at diagnosis.[3,4,7] This
study showed that the percentage of male patients amongChinese
MCL patients was significantly higher than that among European
patients. The percentage of patients at Ann Arbor stage IV and
evaluated as high risk by s-MIPI at diagnosis was lower.
However, the different characteristics between Chinese and
European patients need to be further confirmed. Extranodal
involvement of MCL disease is very common, especially
gastrointestinal involvement.[9–11] 29% of all patients in our
study were accompanied with gastrointestinal involvement, in
accordance with literatures.[10,11] Nevertheless, the true incidence
of gastrointestinal involvement in MCL patients might be much
higher than the incidence observed in the clinic.[10,11] The positive
rate of gastrointestinal involvement by upper and/or lower
gastrointestinal endoscopy and tissue biopsy can exceed 90%.
Romaguera et al concluded that gastrointestinal endoscopy
resulted in changes in clinical management in only 4%
patients.[10] However, we believe gastrointestinal endoscopy
should still be recommended for newly diagnosed MCL patients
and as assessment of complete response after therapy.
Similar to other B cell lymphomas, immunochemotherapy that

combines chemotherapy and rituximab targeting cell surface
CD20 can significantly improve the efficacy and prognosis of
patients.[3,12,13] Lenz et al[3,12,13] compared the efficacy between
the RCHOP and CHOP regimens as first-line therapy of MCL in
a prospective, randomized, controlled trial. The results showed
that the RCHOP regimen had a higher treatment ORR (94% vs



Table 2

The impact of clinical characteristics on patients’ survival.

Group (n) Median PFS (m) 1 year PFS (%) 3 years PFS (%) P Median OS (m) 1 year OS (%) 3 years OS (%) P

Gender .007 .093
Male (66) 22.5 74.1 40.0 48.2 79.9 56.1
Female (9) Not reached 100.0 100.0 Not reached 88.9 88.9

Age .452 .025
<65 (55) 35.9 82.6 46.8 58.1 88.9 64.8
≥ 65 (20) 22.5 61.2 45.9 16.9 59.2 47.1

Ki-67 (%) .134 .018
<30 (38) 42.4 88.8 56.8 58.3 89.5 69.5
≥30 (35) 17.9 63.1 36.2 29.4 70.9 47.2

Mass size .936 .180
<3cm (57) 24.0 81.6 44.8 Not reached 83.8 62.6
≥3cm (18) 37.0 63.2 52.7 48.2 72.2 51.9

WBC (109/L) .002 .018
<10.0 (48) 42.4 81.7 60.3 58.1 85.1 69.1
≥10.0 (27) 16.2 66.7 17.3 23.7 72.0 38.3

Hemoglobin (g/L) .047 .567
<110 (26) 16.2 67.8 38.8 Not reached 73.1 52.3
≥110 (49) 37.0 82.1 51.1 58.1 85.3 60.6

Platelets (109/L) .029 .028
<130 (32) 16.7 66.5 35.8 23.7 74.4 44.5
≥130 (43) 42.4 84.9 55.2 58.3 85.9 72.0

Monocytes (109/L) .006 .032
<0.5 (37) Not reached 88.2 65.3 Not reached 73.4 49.8
≥0.5 (38) 16.9 66.5 30.8 24.5 93.5 70.1

b2-microglobulin (mg/L) .030 .047
<3000 (31) 42.4 89.3 55.5 48.2 93.5 70.1
≥3000 (38) 16.9 63.5 31.0 22.8 67.9 45.2

Serum creatinine .973 .440
Normal (52) 27.8 79.5 42.0 58.1 82.0 60.4
Elevated (20) Not reached 66.9 45.9 48.2 75.0 51.6

Albumin (g/L) .011 .023
<35 (18) 16.2 64.7 20.6 22.8 72.2 38.8
≥35 (57) 42.4 81.1 55.8 58.3 83.9 67.8

CRP .022 .034
<8mg/dL (38) 37.0 85.8 53.4 58.1 86.6 70.9
≥8mg/dL (26) 16.7 67.7 30.4 23.7 68.8 42.9

LDH .064 .078
Normal (47) 37.0 88.7 52.9 58.3 84.8 64.6
Elevated (28) 16.7 57.9 37.0 42.1 74.7 53.0

Ann Arbor stage .036 .066
II∼III (17) Not reached 46.7 77.4 Not reached 87.8 79.1
IV (58) 21.2 93.8 37.5 42.1 79.1 54.5

B symptoms .021 .001
No (52) 45.3 80.0 59.0 Not reached 88.2 71.5
Yes (23) 16.9 70.4 19.8 22.8 64.9 29.2

IPI .072 .109
Low-risk (23) 35.9 90.7 48.7 Not reached 91.1 78.1

Low-intermedi-ate-risk (33) 37.0 82.6 56.3 58.3 81.2 52.5
High-intermediate-risk (16) 15.5 56.3 26.3 42.1 68.8 55.0
High-risk (3) 11.0 33.3 33.3 19.1 66.7 33.3

s-MIPI .008 <.001
Low-risk (34) 45.3 84.1 60.7 58.3 88.0 71.9
Intermediate-risk (25) 21.2 87.2 39.2 58.1 88.0 66.9
High-risk (18) 10.4 46.7 23.3 12.7 40.2 20.1

MIPI .220 .124
Low-risk (26) 45.3 84.0 62.8 58.3 88.5 72.4
Intermediate-risk (14) 19.6 77.9 24.0 38.4 85.1 58.0
High-risk (35) 22.5 71.5 44.2 42.1 74.0 51.5

CRP=C reactive protein, IPI= international prognostic index, LDH= lactate dehydrogenase, OS= overall survival, PFS=progression free survival, s-MIPI= simplified MCL international prognostic index, WBC=
white blood cell.
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75%, P<.001) and CR (34% vs 7%, P<.001) than the CHOP
regimen. The retrospective study of Dreyling et al[13] on 652 cases
of MCL patients demonstated that the OS of patients who
5

received the first-line immunochemotherapy was significantly
better than the OS of those who received simple chemotherapy
(37m vs 25 m, P<.001). The results in this study also suggested

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 3

Multivariate COX regression analysis.

PFS OS

Factors P HR 95%CI P HR 95% CI

Gender .965 0.0 � .034 0.042 0.002∼0.790
Age .458 0.653 0.212∼2.010 .599 1.388 0.409∼4.709
WBC .508 0.544 0.089∼3.306 .299 0.295 0.029∼2.954
Monocyte .193 3.372 0.541∼21.028 .726 1.345 0.257∼7.043
Hemoglobin .040 0.218 0.051∼0.936 .748 0.796 0.197∼3.217
Platelet .611 1.42 0.368∼5.485 .692 1.306 0.349∼4.891
b2-microglobulin .193 2.493 0.623∼9.970 .803 1.178 0.324∼4.286
Albumin .405 1.560 0.548∼4.445 .704 0.810 0.273∼2.405
CRP .324 0.499 0.125∼1.985 .836 0.858 0.202∼3.651
Ki-67 .029 2.922 1.118∼7.638 .081 2.438 0.896∼6.633
Ann-Arbor .104 0.242 0.044∼1.339 .097 0.239 0.044∼1.298
B-symptoms .046 3.297 1.020∼10.657 .003 7.567 1.948∼29.404
s-MIPI .020 3.623 1.220∼10.759 .020 5.056 1.294∼19.754
Rituximab .009 0.245 0.086∼0.701 .004 0.164 0.047∼0.570

CI= confidence interval, CRP=C reactive protein, HR=hazard ratio, PFS=progression-free survival, s-MIPI= simplified MCL international prognostic index, WBC=white blood cell.
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that both ORR and prognosis were significantly better for the
patients treated with immunochemotherapy than for those with
simple chemotherapy. Recent clinical studies showed that the
introduction of high-dose chemotherapy to young patients with
basically normal functions of important organs could further
optimize their prognose.[4,12,14,15] For example, the ORR and CR
of treatment using the combination of HyperCVAD/MA
containing large doses of MTX and cytarabine and RHyperC-
VAD containing rituximab were 97% and 87%, respectively,[14]

and the median OS was not achieved after 10 years of follow-up.
In our study, the effective rate in the RHperCVAD/MA group
reached 93.3%, which was similar to literature reports. PFS and
OS were both significantly better in the RHyperCVAD group
than in the HyperCVAD group, suggesting that the application of
rituximab further improved the efficacy and prognosis even after
the administration of high-dose chemotherapy.[15] However,
Figure 2. Patients’ survival of the 3 risk groups. By s-MIPI-B stratification method
overall survival, PFS=progression free survival, s-MIPI=simplified MCL internatio
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PFS and OS were not obviously different between CHOP and
HyperCVAD group, or between RCHOP and RHyperCVAD
group, suggesting that patients may not benefit from high dose
chemo. The OS of patients aged over 65 years on the
HyperCVAD-like regimen was significantly shortened and
possibly associated with severe treatment-related adverse
reactions.[15] Furthermore, regimens based on high-dose
cytarabine, such as the DHAP regimen, accompanied with
subsequent ASCT significantly improved the prognosis of
patients aged 65 years or younger.[4] For elderly patients,
bendamustine combined with rituximab could obtain unex-
pected efficacy. Novel targeted drugs, such as bortezomib,
lenalidomide, and ibrutinib are all excellent choices for the
treatment of elderly MCL patient.[12,16–21]

MCL is a group of NHL subtypes with invasiveness and high
heterogeneity which shows relatively poor prognosis. Some
, the PFS and OS of patients in 3 risk groups were significantly different. OS=
nal prognostic index.
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patients present an indolent process and long-term stability,
whereas other patients experience rapid progression and very
short survival. Therefore, personalized treatment for MCL
patients is recommended based on prognostic risk stratification.
Structural overexpression of CCND1 in MCL tumor cells is a
driving cytogenetic abnormality in MCL tumorogenesis.[1]

However, given that CCND1 is a weak oncogene, the aggressive
disease pattern always results from secondary cytogenetic events.
Besides, abnormal expression of neuronal transcription factor
SOX11 can be observed in classic invasive MCL, which was
deemed to indicate inferior outcome. Recently, the prognostic
effect of SOX11 appeared conflicting.[22–25] Thus, 2017
International Conference on Malignant Lymphoma in Lugano
brought up that SOX11 may not have prognostic value.[26]

However, the technique used in chromosome and genetic testing
is more complex and high-cost, prognostic stratification based on
the clinical characteristics may be more economical and
convenient. In 2008, based on the age, physical status, serum
LDH level, and white blood cell count of the patients, Hoster et al
established the MIPI scoring system, which has been proved
highly predictive of the prognosis of MCL patients and is
significantly superior to the IPI scoring system that is commonly
used for NHL.[6,7] The factors in this system are classified to form
the s-MIPI for clinical use. This study also showed that the s-MIPI
score was an independent prognostic factor affecting the PFS and
OS of the patients which significantly indicated 3-year OS of
20.1% in high-risk patients. The 3-year OS rates in the low-risk
and intermediate-risk groups were 71.9% and 66.9%, respec-
tively, with no significant difference between these 2 groups.
Moreover, we found that the MIPI in this study did not have a
significant risk stratification function, which was similar to the
multi-center and retrospective data from 1 Japanese study.[27] As
proposed by Hoster et al,[7] the s-MIPI was more appropriate
than the MIPI in the general population in clinical practice.
The study suggested that Ki-67 was closely associated with the

survival of MCL patients. A high Ki-67 index suggested poorer
PFS andOS.[28–30] TheMIPI-c prognostic system, consisted of the
Ki-67 index and s-MIPI, showed better prognostic effects.[28] In
this study, a higher Ki-67 index suggested poorer OS (median
survival 58.3 m vs 29.4 m) but was not obviously predictive of
PFS. The treatment regimens and the number of treatment
courses of the patients exhibited larger variations probably owing
to this study being retrospective. According to other literatures,
factors that could predict the prognosis of MCL patients also
included the gender, age, B symptoms, spleen involvement, bone
marrow involvement, tumor diameter, peripheral white blood
cell count, monocyte count, hemoglobin, b2 microglobulin, and
albumin level.[27,31–38] In this study, we also found that B
symptoms, monocyte count, serum macroglobulin level, and
albumin level had significant effects on the OS of patients. The B
symptoms, in particular, turned out to be an independent
prognostic factor associated with the PFS and OS of the patients,
which was consistent with literature reports.[6,27] Notably, in this
study, the efficacy and outcome of female patients were both
significantly better than those of male patients. None of the
female patients experienced relapse during treatment and follow-
up, and only 1 female patient died of severe infection after
treatment. Whether this result suggests that female patients can
adopt milder treatment regimens requires further investigation.
Additionally, we found that platelet count <130�109/L and

C-reactive protein concentration ≥8mg/dL were closely associ-
ated with shorter OS of the patients. This result has not
been proposed among MCL patients. The platelet count and
7

serum C-reactive protein level at diagnosis has been reported to
be independent influencing factors of PFS and OS in patients with
diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL).[39–43] Among the
prognostic factors for MCL, another factor in addition to Ki-
67 that was closely associated with the biological characteristics
of the tumor cells was high SOX11 expression. Abnormal cell
and molecular genetics, such as TP53 mutations, were closely
associated with theMCL prognosis.[28–30,44–47] Because theMIPI
scoring system does not include the biological characteristics of
tumor cells and seemingly cannot classificate low-risk and
intermediate-risk groups in Asian populations, further establish-
ment of a better MCL prognostic system in Asian populations
should be taken into consideration.
5. Conclusion

Among the Chinese population, MCL was more common in
males. However, the proportion of late-stage and high-risk
patients were significantly lower than that of European patients.
Immunochemotherapy significantly improved the prognosis of
MCL patients. Multivariate analysis demonstrated that B
symptoms, s-MIPI, and administration of rituximab were
independent clinical prognostic factors for the patients.
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